We study arrangements of slightly skewed tropical hyperplanes, called blades by A. Ocneanu, on the vertices of a hypersimplex ∆ k,n , and we investigate the resulting induced polytopal subdivisions. We show that placing a blade on a vertex e J induces an -split matroid subdivision of ∆ k,n , where is the number of cyclic intervals in the k-element subset J. We prove that a given collection of k-element subsets is weakly separated, in the sense of the work of Leclerc and Zelevinsky on quasicommuting families of quantum minors, if and only if the arrangement of the blade ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) on the corresponding vertices of ∆ k,n induces a matroid (in fact, a positroid) subdivision. In this way we obtain a compatibility criterion for (planar) multi-splits of a hypersimplex, generalizing the rule known for 2-splits. We study in an extended example the cases (k, n) = (3, 6) and (3, 7) of the set of arrangements of (k − 1)(n − k − 1) weakly separated vertices of ∆ k,n .
Introduction
In this paper, we introduce a refinement of the notion of a tropical hyperplane arrangement: the matroidal blade arrangement. The prototypical example of a blade, denoted ((1, 2, . . . , n)), is the polyhedral complex which is obtained by gluing together the n 2 simplicial codimension 1 cones with generating edges a cyclic system of roots e i − e i+1 , which partition R n−1 into n maximal cells. More compactly, it is the union of the facets of the normal fan to the fundamental Weyl alcove. A precise definition is given in Section 3; see also Figure 1 . In this paper, by a blade arrangement we mean a superposition of a number of copies of ((1, 2, . . . , n)) on the vertices of a given hypersimplex ∆ k,n for 2 ≤ k ≤ n − 2.
We will see that any blade arrangement induces an (in general not matroidal, possibly trivial) subdivision. Sometimes this subdivision is matroidal; in fact, we establish an equivalence between weakly separated collections and a particularly well-behaved subclass of blade arrangements, where the maximal cells are, borrowing terminology from physics, planar in nature: they are always positroid polytopes with respect to the given cyclic order. In this work, our use of blades and their arrangements has motivation coming from several areas, including tropical geometry and matroid subdivisions [1, 2, 11, 16, 24, 31, 34, 38, 39] and convex geometry and combinatorics (specifically plabic graphs and alcoved polytopes) [17, 19, 25, 27] .
It is also motivated by recent work [8] of Cachazo, Guevara and Mizera and the author, to generalize the Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY) formulation [4, 5] of Quantum Field Theory from CP 1 to CP k−1 . See also [7, 12, 20] .
Blades were first defined by Ocneanu in [30] ; see Definition 1 and Proposition 3 for precise statements, and [14] , where their study was initiated. In particular, there it was shown that blades satisfy a Minkowski sum decomposition akin to that of polyhedral cones; additionally a filtered basis was introduced which has some intriguing enumerative properties involving a conjecturally symmetric unimodal generating function. The maximal cells of the subdivision induced by a blade coincide with the tangent cones to faces of the permutohedron [33] ; and they are closely related to the family of polytopes studied by Pitman-Stanley [40] .
For any n-cycle (σ 1 , . . . , σ n ), the blade ((σ 1 , . . . , σ n )) is isomorphic to the tropical hyperplane defined by min{x 1 , . . . , x n } (see Proposition 11) , lifted to some affine hyperplane section where x 1 + · · · x n = r, over the tropical torus R n /(1, 1, . . . , 1)R, such that all of its edges are "twisted" in the direction of roots e i − e j , rather than in the coordinate directions e i . This twist will turn out to be exactly what is necessary to guarantee compatibility with constructions involving matroid subdivisions and matroids more generally. In this paper we study certain restricted arrangements of the blade ((1, 2, . . . , n)) on the vertices e I 1 , . . . , e Im of hypersimplices ∆ k,n = x ∈ [0, 1] n :
for k = 2, . . . , n − 2.
Any such an arrangement induces a (possibly trivial) subdivision of the hypersimplex ∆ k,n into polytopes Π 1 , . . . , Π t whose facet inequalities are of the form x i+1 + · · · + x j = r ij ; such a polytope is isomorphic to an alcoved polytope, in the sense of [27] .
We shall require all polytopes Π i to be matroid (in particular positroid) polytopes; in this case we call the arrangement of blades matroidal. In fact, in Theorem 31 we prove that this condition is equivalent to asking that the vertices e I 1 , . . . , e Im define a weakly separated collection of k-element subsets {I 1 , . . . , I m }.
The basic example of a blade arrangement that is not matroidal is given in Example 10, where the octahedron ∆ 2,4 is fully triangulated by inducing a subdivision from an arrangement of two blades that induce two incompatible 2-splits; these two blades are arranged on the vertices respectively e 1 + e 3 and e 2 + e 4 , of ∆ 2,4 . The key feature which we point out is that, as a pair, the vertices fail to be weakly separated. In the usual geometric interpretation for k-element subsets, c.f. [32] , two k element subsets I and J are weakly separated if there exists a chord separating the sets I \ J and J \ I when drawn on a circle.In Section 2 we recall basic properties of blades from [14] , and show that they are isomorphic to tropical hyperplanes; their explicit presentation as tropical hypersurfaces is given. Then we introduce planar matroid subdivisions and show that they are refined by the alcove triangulation from [27] . Section 3 contains the first main result, Theorem 17. When a single blade is placed on a vertex e J of ∆ k,n , Theorem 17 describes the matroid subdivision on ∆ k,n which is induced. It is further shown that the subdivision is trivial precisely for vertices which correspond to frozen subsets, those which are cyclic intervals J = {i, i + 1, . . . , i + (k − 1)}. Our second main result is in Section 4. Here Theorem 31 asserts that a blade arrangement on the vertices of ∆ k,n induces a matroid subdivision if and only if the vertices define a weakly separated collection. This paper originated as an outgrowth of efforts to develop a systematic understanding of the CP k−1 generalization [8] of the scattering equations [4] building on the existing explicit results for k = 3 and n = 6, 7, 8, see [7, 12, 20] .
To that end, we point out that Lemma 24 could be used to compute, for each maximal weakly separated collection of vertices in ∆ 3,n , a tree arrangement in the sense of [22] . We illustrate how this could work in Section 5.
Blades and alcoved polytopes
Let H k,n be the affine hyperplane in R n where n i=1 x i = k. For integers 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, denote by ∆ k,n = x ∈ [0, 1] n : n j=1 x j = k the k th hypersimplex of dimension n − 1. For a subset J ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, denote x J = j∈J x j , and similarly for basis vectors, e J = j∈J e j .
In [30] , A. Ocneanu introduced plates and blades, as follows.
is an ordered set partition (S 1 , . . . , S ) of {1, . . . , n} together with an ordered list of integers (s 1 , . . . , s ) with j=1 s j = k. It is said to be of type ∆ k,n if we have additionally 1 ≤ s j ≤ |S j | − 1, for each j = 1, . . . , . In this case we write ((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ) ∈ OSP(∆ k,n ), and we denote by [(S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ] the convex polyhedral cone in H k,n , that is cut out by the facet inequalities
These cones were studied as plates by Ocneanu. Finally, the blade (((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s )) is the union of the codimension one faces of the complete simplicial fan formed by the cyclic block rotations of [(S 1 ) s 1 , . . . (S ) s , ], that is
Remark 2. When there is no risk of confusion, depending on the context we shall use the notation [(S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ] for the cone in H k,n or for the matroid polytope obtained by intersecting it with the hypersimplex ∆ k,n .
For an interesting use of decorated ordered set partitions that links combinatorics and convex geometry, see [26] , where a proof was given for a conjecture of the author [13] for a combinatorial interpretation of the h -vector of generalized hypersimplices, in terms of decorated ordered set partitions.
Proposition 3 ([14]
). Removing one Minkowski summand at a time from each of the cyclic block rotations of [S 1 , . . . , S ] leads to a rewriting of Equation (2) using Minkowski sums, as
where we use the notation Figure 1 . Left: the tripod ((1, 2, 3)). Right: the blade ((1, 2, 3, 4)) as a Minkowski sum of the two tripods ((1, 2, 3)) and ( (1, 3, 4) ). See [14] for the proof that such a decomposition exists in general.
Remark 4. In Proposition 3 we saw that the blade ((S 1 , . . . , S )), where by convention we put s 1 , . . . , s = 0, can be conveniently expressed as a union of Minkowski sums. Related expressions have appeared in [3] in the context of k = 2 leading singularities, where each [i, j] is replaced by a Grassmann-valued rational function
Here θ 1 , . . . , θ 2n are anticommuting Grassmann variables. Then the analog of the tripod ((a, b, c)) is the sum ∆ abc = u ab + u bc + u ca . The analog of a blade ((1, 2, . . . , n)) is the product
where {T 1 , . . . , T n−2 } is any (oriented) triangulation of a polygon with vertices cyclically labeled {1, . . . , n}. These equalities are easy to check using basic properties of the ∆ abc . See [3] for details; see also [15] for connections to representation theory and topology.
Blades are tropical hypersurfaces.
Recall now that a tropical polynomial function p : R n → R is the minimum of a finite set of linear functions,
whose graph Z(p) is a piecewise-linear hypersurface in R n+1 . As such, the normal vector to Z(p) changes direction only across a set of codimension 1 "cracks" in R n . The collection of such cracks is called a tropical hypersurface V(p), consisting of points in R n such that the minimum value is achieved by at least two of the linear forms f i . For details and references of this and related constructions in tropical geometry, see for instance [41] .
In what follows we prove that any given blade ((S)) = ((S 1 , . . . , S )) ⊂ H 0,n , it is equal to the tropical hypersurface defined by the tropical polynomial
Proposition 5. The blade ((1, 2, . . . , n)) is isomorphic to the tropical hyperplane defined by the bends of the function p : H 0,n → R, p(y) = min{y 1 , . . . , y n }.
Proof. Applying the change of variable (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = (y 2 − y 1 , y 3 − y 2 , y 4 − y 3 , . . . , y 1 − y n )/n and taking y 1 + · · · + y n = 0, we obtain telescopically
Proposition 6. For any ordered set partition S = (S 1 , . . . , S ), the blade
is a tropical hypersurface in H 0,n , defined by the tropical polynomial h ((s)) (x), that is we have
Proof. Suppose we are given a point x ∈ H 0,n that is simultaneously a minimum of some L i and L j , with value say c x . Taking without loss of generality 1 ≤ i < j ≤ , then
But since in H 0,n we have
is a minimum value, then for all p ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i, j} we have
Consequently, taking any p ∈ {i, . . . , j − 1}, then
and so
Similarly we find x S j ∪···∪S q−1 ≥ 0 for each q = j, j +1, . . . , i−1. Repeating for each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and putting everything together, we recover the blade ((S 1 , . . . , S k )), as 1≤i<j≤k
x :
Here the last line is in agreement with Definition 1.
In what follows, we shall use the notation ((1, 2, . . . , n)) p for the translation of the blade ((1, 2, . . . , n)) by p ∈ R n .
The matroids which encode the vertices of the matroid polytopes [(S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ] ∩ ∆ k,n have appeared under various names, such as for instance nested matroids and Schubert matroids. For a comprehensive discussion see for instance the recent work [34] and references therein.
It is not hard to check (or see [14] ) that the cyclic rotations
where s 1 + · · · + s = k, form a complete (simplicial) fan in H k,n . Moreover, in the case that the S i are all singletons, then = n and (((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S n ) sn )) is the set of facets of (a translation of) the normal fan to a Weyl alcove, namely the simplex in H 0,n where
for some permutation (j 1 , . . . , j n ) of (1, . . . , n). Consequently, we shall say in particular that the blade ((1, 2, . . . , n)) induces the normal fan to the fundamental Weyl alcove which is characterized by x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ · · · ≤ x n ≤ x 1 + 1.
2.2.
Relations to alcoved polytopes. Recall that we have fixed the cyclic order (1, 2, . . . , n).
Definition 7 ([27]
). A polytope in R n−1 is said to be alcoved if its facet inequalities are of the form b ij ≤ y i − y j ≤ c ij for some collection of integer parameters b ij and c ij .
As noted in [27] , any alcoved polytope comes with a natural triangulation into Weyl alcoves.
Recall that a matroid subdivision of a hypersimplex ∆ k,n is a decomposition Π 1 ∪· · ·∪Π t = ∆ k,n into matroid polytopes Π i that intersect only on their common facets.
Definition 8.
A polytopal subdivision Π 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Π t = ∆ k,n of a hypersimplex ∆ k,n is said to be a matroid polytope if every maximal cell is a matroid polytope; it is moreover planar if every maximal cell Π i is a positroid polytope, that is, its facets are given by equations x i + x i+1 + · · · + x i+m = r i,i+m for some integers r i,i+m , where i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 2, where the indices are assumed to be cyclic.
In light of the change of variables y 1 = x 1 , y 2 = x 1 + x 2 , . . . , y n−1 = x 1 + · · · + x n−1 on R n−1 , we shall abuse terminology and call the maximal cells of a planar polytopal subdivision alcoved polytopes.
In this paper, unless otherwise stated, we consider exclusively arrangements of the blade defined by a single cyclic order, ((1, 2, . . . , n)), not its reflection ((1, n, n−1, . . . , 2)). Nonetheless we make one basic observation. Proposition 9. Any arrangement of the blades ((1, 2, . . . , n)) and ((1, n, n − 1, . . . , 2)) on the vertices of ∆ k,n induces a polytopal subdivision where the maximal cells are alcoved polytopes. The subdivision is refined by the alcove triangulation.
: Figure 2 . Alcove triangulation of the octahedron ∆ 2,4
Example 10. The basic example of a non-matroidal blade arrangement is
Looking forward to Definition 23, note that the sets {13, 24} do not form a weakly separated collection. See our second main result, Theorem 31, for the general criterion for matroidal blade arrangements in terms of weakly separated collections.
Upon restriction to the second hypersimplex ∆ 2,4 we obtain the intersections ((1, 2, 3, 4)) e 13 ∩ ∆ 2,4 = ((14 1 23 1 )) ∩ ∆ 2,4 ((1, 2, 3, 4)) e 24 ∩ ∆ 2,4 = ((12 1 34 1 )) ∩ ∆ 2,4 , which together induce the alcove triangulation of the octahedron into A(1, 3) = 4 simplices, where the A(k − 1, n − 1) is the Eulerian number which counts the number of permutations of {1, . . . , n − 1} with k − 1 descents. As these each tetrahedron has an edge which is not a root, the subdivision is not a matroid subdivision. See Figure 2 .
From Proposition 11, it will follow that while the maximal cells found in an arbitrary blade arrangement are in general not matroid polytopes as they may have edges which are not roots e i − e j , but rather contain sums of orthogonal roots, for instance e i − e j + e k − e , it could be worse: they are (in the "worst case scenario") (n − 1)-dimensional simplices, the Weyl alcoves, whose vertices are among the vertices of the hypersimplex. In particular, in the case when copies of ((1, 2, . . . , n)) are placed on enough vertices of ∆ k,n , then the induced subdivision of ∆ k,n is the alcove triangulation [27] .
We shall need the map on affine hyperplanes H r,n ⊂ R n induced by (x 1 , . . . , x n ) → (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n−1 , y n ) = (x 1 , x 12 , . . . , x 12···n ).
Proposition 11. The common refinement of all planar matroid subdivisions coincides with the alcove triangulation of the hypersimplex, see [27] .
Proof. We first check that the alcove triangulation is a common refinement of the planar matroid subdivisions, and then we show that it is the unique common refinement. For a fixed cyclic order, all maximal cells can be pulled back to the tessellation of R n / (1, 1, . . . , 1)R with Weyl alcoves, since any planar affine hyperplane cutting through the hypersimplex ∆ k,n has the form
To conclude the proof, simply observe that the set of two-block planar matroid polytopes, that is the planar matroid 2-splits, already have common refinement the alcove triangulation.
Example 12.
We compute the facet inequalities which define the 11 simplices in the alcove triangulation of ∆ 2,5 , and recover the adjacency graph for the alcove triangulation in Figure 3 from [27] .
(1) Five simplices having two facets in the interior of ∆ 2,5 :
(2) Five simplices with three facets in the interior of ∆ 2,5 :
(3) There is one simplex in ∆ 2,5 with all five facets in the interior of ∆ 2,5 :
Then, translating the blade ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5)) to the five vertices e 35 , e 41 , e 52 , e 13 , e 24 ∈ ∆ 2,5 one induces the full alcove triangulation of ∆ 2,5 . For instance, looking ahead towards Theorem 17,
where ((123 1 45 1 )) is the affine plane where x 123 = 1, which cuts through the interior of the hypersimplex ∆ 2,5 . . Each node represents a simplex in the alcove triangulation of ∆ 2,5 and is labeled by its vertices in ∆ 2,5 , listed as rows. Two simplices are joined by an edge when they share a facet. Thus we have recovered the construction using circuits in [27] , Figure 2 .
Matroid subdivisions and matroidal blade arrangements
such that the polytopes P i intersect only on their common facets, and such that
If d is not specified, then we shall use the term multi-split.
Note that for a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} with |I| = k, the element e I := i∈I e i is a vertex of ∆ k,n .
For any given cyclic order σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ n ), each k-element subset I = {i 1 , . . . , i k } ⊂ {1, . . . , n} gives rise to a translation
of the blade ((σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n )) by the vector e I . When no cyclic order or translation is specified we put simply ((1, 2, . . . , n)).
Evidently a polyhedral subdivision P = P 1 ∪ · · · ∪ P m into convex polyhedra P i is uniquely determined by the union of the convex spans of its internal facets; indeed, in the case when P = ∆ k,n , then P 1 , . . . , P m are the m cyclic block rotations of the (nested) matroid polytope
Proposition 14. The maximal cells in the matroid subdivision induced by a blade
are the matroid polytopes
It is well known [23] see also [21] that the splits of the second hypersimplex ∆ 2,n are in bijection with 2-block set partitions {S, S c } of {1, . . . , n} such that 1 < |S| < n − 1; a direct translation to our terminology and notation, splits of ∆ 2,n are induced by blades (
For the second hypersimplices ∆ 2,n , there is a compatibility condition for splits to induce matroid subdivisions, see [23] , and [21, Proposition 5.4] , by specializing to k = 2. Via the correspondence between the split (S, S c ) and the blade ((S, S c )) which induces it we have the following characterization of matroid subdivisions of ∆ k,n which arise by refining collections of compatible 2-splits. 
In the case when both blades are planar (i.e. S and T are both intervals on the circle), then split compatibility of a collection of subsets is equivalent to asking that the corresponding collection of 2-element subsets be weakly separated. See Theorem 31.
Definition 16. An arrangement of blades {((1, 2, . . . , n)) e I 1 , . . . , {((1, 2, . . . , n)) e Im } on the vertices e I 1 , . . . , e Im of the hypersimplex ∆ k,n is matroidal if every chamber in the induced subdivision is a matroid polytope. Theorem 17. Let e I be a vertex of ∆ k,n and fix an n-cycle, say without loss of generality σ = (1, 2, . . . , n). Then, the translated blade ((1, 2, . . . , n)) e I induces a multi-split matroid subdivision of ∆ k,n , with maximal cells, that is trivial precisely when the subset I coincides with a cyclic interval in {1, . . . , n}: Proof. Suppose first that we are given one of the n cyclically contiguous subsets I, which, without loss of generality, we take to be I = {1, 2, . . . , k}. We need to determine the intersection of ((1, 2, . . . , n)) e 12···k = ((1 1 , 2 1 , . . . , k 1 , (k + 1) 0 , . . . , n 0 )) with the hypersimplex ∆ k,n .
Note that the n 2 cones of ((1, 2, . . . , n)) are Cartesian products of pointed cones which are in hyperplanes in bijection with partitions J ∪ J c = {1, . . . , n}, where J {1, . . . , n} is a cyclically contiguous (nonempty) subset. We have therefore two cases for each decomposition J ∪ J c = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Without loss of generality, let us assume that J ∩ {1, . . . , k} = ∅. The cases are as follows.
(1) J is cyclically contiguous with J ⊆ {1, . . . , k}. Then, from the definition of ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e I , we have x J = |J|, and since we are in a hypersimplex where x j ∈ [0, 1], the affine hyperplane
does not cut through the interior of ∆ k,n , hence neither does the sheet of the blade and so the induced subdivision is trivial. (2) J is cyclically contiguous with J ∩ {1, . . . , k} and J ∩ {1, . . . , k} c both nonempty. We have x J∩{1,...,k} ≥ |J ∩ {1, . . . , k}|, and again the cone does not cut through the interior of ∆ k,n , and the induced subdivision is trivial. Assuming now that I is not cyclically contiguous, then let
be its decomposition into cyclic intervals, so that we have λ 1 + · · · + λ = k. Denote I j = {i j , i j + 1, . . . , i j + (λ j − 1)} where without loss of generality we assume that 1 ∈ I 1 . Let (C 1 , . . . , C ) be the interlaced complement to the intervals I, so that we have the concatenation (1, 2, . . . , n) = (C 1 , I 1 , C 2 , I 2 , . . . , C , I ).
In other words, the I j are the positions of consecutive one's, and the C j are the positions of consecutive zero's.
We claim that ( ((1, 2, . . . , n) 
where (S s ) = ((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ) ∈ OSP(∆ k,n ) is the decorated ordered set partition defined by (S j , s j ) = (I j ∪ C j , |I j |). To see this, again take a nontrivial set partition {J, J c } of {1, . . . , n} into cyclically consecutive sets J and J c , where J = {j 1 , . . . , j t }, say, with t ≥ 1. We study the intersection of ((1, 2, . . . , n)) e I with the hyperplane U I = {x ∈ H k,n : x J = |J ∩ I|}. Here we note that
The intersection of the blade with U I is a (translated) Minkowski sum of (orthogonal) simplicial cones: ((1, 2, . . . , n) 
The first factor [j 1 , . . . , j t ] e J∩I is characterized by the facet inequalities
where r = 1 if j ∈ J ∩ I, and otherwise if j ∈ J ∩ I c = J ∩ (C 1 ∪ · · · ∪ C ) then r = 0. Now whenever r = 0, the corresponding inequality
x j 1 + · · · + x j ≥ r 1 + · · · + r is implied by the line above it and is redundant; thus, in the decorated ordered set partition j joins the (possibly singleton) block containing j −1 . Repeating this argument for all j such that r = 0 gives an ordered set partition (S 1 , . . . , S u ) of J, where S j = I j ∪ C j consists of a consecutive interval of labels I j corresponding to the positions of 1 in the vector e I , and a consecutive interval C j consisting of the positions of 0 in the vector e I , and we have 1 ≤ u ≤ −1.
Moreover, the block S j is accompanied by s j = |S j ∩ I| = |I j |. Repeating the argument for J c and all other set partitions {J, J c } of {1, . . . , n} into cyclically consecutive intervals, then in the decorated ordered set partition notation we find the expression ((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S) s ). Consequently, restricting further to the hypersimplex ∆ |J∩I|,J ⊂ U I gives
where we denote by
the hypersimplex, isomorphic to ∆ a,|J| , that is supported in the affine subspace indexed by J. Finally, translating from Theorem 3.14 of [35] , any (nontrivial) multi-split of the hypersimplex ∆ k,n has for its maximal cells the ≥ 2 cyclic block rotations of some nested matroid
. This is precisely the condition that characterizes the ( -split) matroid subdivision induced by the blade (((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s )).
Noting that is the number of cyclic intervals of 1's completes the proof. Here we have used different variables to emphasize that one set of polytopes is in ∆ 4,8 , while the other set is in the second dilation of the octahedron ∆ 2,4 . Figure 5 presents the projections of the two arrangements of blades on the vertices of ∆ 3,6 onto the vertices of a hexagon in the affine hyperplane in R 3 where y 123 = 3, via
where y 1 , y 2 , y 3 are the coordinate functions on R 3 .
Then via this projection we have respectively {((1 1 2 1 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 1 )), ((1 0 2 0 3 0 4 1 5 1 6 1 )), ((1 0 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 0 6 0 ))} → {((1 2 2 0 3 1 )), ((1 0 2 1 3 2 )), ((1 1 2 2 3 0 ))} and {((1 1 2 1 3 0 4 1 5 0 6 0 )), ((1 0 2 1 3 0 4 0 5 1 6 1 )), ((1 0 2 0 3 1 4 1 5 0 6 1 ))} → {((1 2 2 1 3 0 )), ((1 1 2 0 3 2 )), ((1 0 2 2 3 1 ))} . Figures 6, 7 and 8 . Around each of the following vertices in Figure 7 we have tripods oriented with respect to the 3-cycle (1, 2, 3),
Example 21. Consider the tessellation in
while the other three are oriented with respect to the 3-cycle (1, 3, 2):
{((1, 3, 2)) 3e 1 +3e 2 , ((1, 3, 2)) 4e 1 +2e 3 , ((1, 3, 2)) e 2 +5e 3 }. 
Corollary 22.
For any multi-split matroid subdivision S of the hypersimplex ∆ k,n , then there exists a vertex e J ∈ ∆ k,n and a cyclic order (σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) on the set {1, . . . , n}, such that
Proof. We claim first that S is induced by a unique blade (((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s )), where ((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ) ∈ OSP(∆ k,n ).
Indeed, as in Theorem 17, translating from Theorem 3.14 of [35] , any (nontrivial) multi-split of the hypersimplex ∆ k,n has for its maximal cells the ≥ 2 cyclic block rotations of some nested matroid [(S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ], where ((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ) ∈ OSP(∆ k,n ).
Choose a cyclic order that is compatible with the ordered set partition (S 1 , . . . , S ) (for instance, put each block in increasing order and concatenate); then the formula from Theorem 17 (keeping track of the reordering of σ) we obtain the integers s 1 , . . . , s for the decorated permutation ((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ), from which we can read off the vertex e J of the hypersimplex, and we find (((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s )) ∩ ∆ k,n = ((σ 1 , . . . , σ n )) e J ∩ ∆ k,n .
(3,1,2) (0,1,5) Figure 6 . One choice of a (hexagonal) period; opposite edges of the red hexagon are identified. Red edges are segments of affine hyperplanes, placed at
Black edges in the tiling are segments parallel to the three root directions e i − e j . Near the vertices of the (three) weight permutohedra (with black edges of lengths respectively 1,2,3) the black shell coincides with a blade. Figure 7 . Tessellating with three generalized (weight) permutohedra.
Here rather than taking rational-valued coordinates for the point y, we have dilated the Weyl alcoves by a factor 6; then the point y = (3, 1, 2) is reflected across the (red) affine reflection hyperplanes placed at
Weakly separated arrangements induce matroid subdivisions
We are interested in subsets of the set [n] k of k-element subsets of {1, . . . , n} which are weakly separated with respect to the natural cyclic order (12 · · · n), in the sense of [28] .
Definition 23 ([28]). Let I, J ∈ [n]
k be given. The subsets I, J are weakly separated if they satisfy the property that no four elements i 1 , i 2 , j 1 , j 2 with i 1 , i 2 ∈ (I \ J) and j 1 , j 2 ∈ (J \ I) have
or one of its cyclic rotations.
If subsets J 1 , . . . , J m ∈ [n] k are pairwise weakly separated, then C = {J 1 , . . . , J m } is called a weakly separated collection.
In the usual geometric interpretation for k-element subsets, c.f. [32] , I and J are weakly separated if there exists a chord separating the sets I \ J and J \ I when drawn on a circle. Note that in Lemma 24, the intersection may be completely uninteresting: it might not even induce a nontrivial subdivision! Indeed, such degeneration is necessarily present, by the simple fact that a weakly separated collection of k-element subsets can have more elements than is possible for a weakly separated collection of (k − 1)-element subsets.
For our present purposes, we may always discard such intersections when they appear -see Example 25 where such behavior is illustrated. Lemma 24. We have ∂ ({j},1) (((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e I ∩ ∆ k,n ) = ((1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n) 
where if i a < j ≤ i a+1 then I = I \ {i a+1 }, and where the indices are cyclic as usual. Moreover, if Π ⊆ ∆ k,n is any matroid polytope, then for any (nonempty) subset J = {j 1 , . . . , j t } ∈ n t with t ≤ k, then the boundary
is independent of the order of composition.
Proof. The independence of the composition order is obvious geometrically. We prove the formula for I when J is a singleton.
Let ((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ) ∈ OSP(∆ k,n ) be the decorated ordered set partition determined by the intersection with the hypersimplex, ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e I ∩ ∆ k,n = (((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s )) ∩ ∆ k,n .
Let us first suppose that j is in some block S g , with s g ≥ 2. According to the construction of Theorem 17, the condition s g ≥ 2 means that the cyclic interval containing j in the set I has length at least two. From Definition 1 it follows immediately that we have, correspondingly, ((1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n) 
where p = j if j ∈ I and otherwise p is the (cyclically) next element after j in I.
For clarity we shall justify the last line by working the two possible cases, respectively j ∈ I and j ∈ I, for a particular blade arrangement. With n = 8 and I = {1, 3, 4, 5, 7}, we find ( (1, 2, . . . , 8) ) e I ∩ ∆ 5,8 = ((18 1 2345 3 67 1 )) ∩ ∆ 5,8 , so that ∂ ({4},1) (((1, 2, . . . , 8) ) e I ∩ ∆ (((1, 2, . . . , 8) ) e I ∩ ∆ Here j = 2 ∈ I and we replace I with I = I \ {3}.
Supposing now that j ∈ S g with s g = 1, then setting x j = 1 gives for the inequalities defining the blade,
x Sg ≥ s g = 1 ⇔ x (Sg\{j}) ≥ 0, which is a trivial consequence that we are in x ∈ ∆ k,n (in particular all coordinates of x are already nonnegative). This means that S g joins the cyclically next block: . These coincide on ∆ 3,6 with the blades respectively ((1256 2 34 1 )), ((12 1 34 1 56 1 )), ((12 1 3456 2 )), ((1234 2 56 1 )).
On the boundary where x 3 = 1, say, we find ((1256 2 )), ((12 1 456 1 )), ((12 1 456 1 )), ((124 1 56 1 ) ).
Discarding the trivial subdivision and deleting duplicates we obtain a pair of compatible splits ((12 1 456 1 )) ∩ ∂ ({3},1) (∆ 3,6 ) = ((1, 2, 4, 5, 6)) e 26 and after removing frozen vertices and removing duplicates we recover the pair {e 26 , e 46 } as above.
In Corollary 26 we first review the construction of the decorated ordered set partition from a vertex e I ∈ ∆ k,n from Theorem 17, and then state the matroid subdivision on each boundary component of ∆ k,n where x j = 1.
Corollary 26.
Choose any vertex e I ∈ ∆ k,n with cyclic invervals, say, . . . , C ) be the interlaced complement to the intervals I, so that we have the concatenation (1, 2, . . . , n) = (C 1 , I 1 , C 2 , I 2 , . . . , C , I ).
By Theorem 17 we have (((1, 2, . . . , n) 
where (S s ) = ((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ) ∈ OSP(∆ k,n ) is the decorated ordered set partition defined by (S j , s j ) = (I j ∪ C j , |I j |).
By Lemma 24, for each j = 1, . . . , n, we have ∂ ({j},1) (((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e I ∩ ∆ k,n ) = ((1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n) 
where I is given by Lemma 24. Then, on the boundary ∂ ({j},1) (∆ k,n ) we have the matroid subdivision with maximal cells the cyclic block rotations of
where ((T 1 ) t 1 , (T 2 ) t 2 , . . . , (T ) t ) ∈ OSP ∂ ({j},1) (∆) is defined as follows.
(1) If j ∈ S a , say, and s a = 1 then replace ((S a ) 1 , (S a+1 ) s a+1 ) with ((S a \ {j}) ∪ (S a+1 )) s a+1 . In this case = − 1. (2) If j ∈ S a and s a ≥ 2 then replace (S a ) sa with ((S a \ {j}) sa−1 ). In this case = . Now we concatenate the resulting decorated blocks and obtain [(
Remark 27. As of this writing, we have not yet considered the natural general question, in which cases (or if always) one obtains, by restricting a blade arrangement which corresponds to a maximal weakly separated arrangement of k-element subsets of an n-element set, a blade arrangement which corresponds to a maximal weakly separated collection of (k − 1)-element subsets of an (n − 1) element set. Here we have adopt the convention that we do not count the "frozen" sets {i, i + 1, . . . , j} as possible elements in a weakly separated collection. Based on experience we expect the answer to be that a maximal weakly separated collection of k-element subsets maps to a maximal weakly separated collection of (k − 1)-element subsets, but the proof was beyond the scope of this paper.
However we have checked explicitly in Mathematica that maximal weakly separated collections for ∆ 3,6 and ∆ 3,7 map via Lemma 24 to respectively maximal weakly separated collections for ∆ 2,5 and ∆ 2,6 , where as usual we have to disregard frozen sets and eliminate redundancy. For instance, for ∆ 3,7 , the 259 maximal weakly separated collections of six 3-element subsets of {1, . . . , 7} map (with varying multiplicity) to the 14 maximal weakly separated collections of three 2-element subsets of {1, . . . , j, . . . , 7} for each j = 1, . . . , 7 . ∆ k−1,n−1 is a matroid polytope, for all facets x j = 1, as j = 1, . . . , n.
Sketch of proof. Translating from [29] , the basis exchange relations may be checked on each octahedral face of the candidate matroid polytope Π ⊆ ∆ k,n . In particular, for k ≥ 3, then every octahedral face of Π is also in some facet ∂ ({j},1) (Π). The result follows.
Combinatorially speaking, our second main result, Theorem 31, shows that blades provide the vehicle to formulate weak separation for k-element subsets in terms of matroid subdivisions. Theorem 31 also generalizes the notion of compatibility for splits to multi-split matroid subdivisions of any hypersimplex.
Once we prove the equivalence for weakly separated pairs in Lemma 30 the equivalence for m-element collections is fairly straightforward to deduce. Proof. Our plan is to induct on k ≥ 2.
So k = 2 and n ≥ 4. Here the equivalence between weak separation and compatibility of 2-splits of ∆ 2,n is obvious, particularly so if the intervals are drawn on a circle. Nonetheless, for concreteness we include the proof.
Each pair C = {{i 1 , i 2 }, {j 1 , j 2 }} determines four cyclic intervals,
If the pair C is not weakly separated, then we have the cyclic order k is weakly separated. Let (S) s = ((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s ), (U) u = ((U 1 ) u 1 , . . . , (U ) u ) ∈ OSP(∆ k,n ), as constructed in the proof of Theorem 17, satisfying ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) I 1 ∩ ∆ k,n = (((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s )) ∩ ∆ k,n and ((1, 2, . . . , n) 
be the indexing set for the maximal cells of the subdivision induced by refining the matroid subdivisions induced by respectively (((S 1 ) s 1 , . . . , (S ) s )) and (((U 1 ) u 1 , . . . , (U ) u )).
We claim that for each facet ∂ ({j},1) (∆ k,n ), the polytopes
are the maximal cells of the subdivisions of ∆ k,n induced by ((1, 2, . . . , n)) e I 1 , ((1, 2, . . . , n)) e I 2 and that, in particular, these intersections are matroid polytopes. Now each blade induces separately a matroid subdivision of ∂ ({j},1) (∆ k,n ), and by Lemma 24 we have ∂ ({j},1) ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e I 1 ∩ ∆ k,n = ((1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n) 
and ∂ ({j},1) ((1, 2, . . . , n)) e I 2 ∩ ∆ k,n = ((1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n)) e I 2 ∩ ∂ ({j},1) (∆ k,n ).
Replacing ((T 1 ) t 1 , (T 2 ) t 2 , . . . , (T ) t ) in Corollary 26 with respectively
it follows that the maximal cells induced by the arrangements ((1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n)) e I 1 and ((1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n)) e I 2 .
are respectively
But recalling that we have assumed {I 1 , I 2 } to be weakly separated, then {I 1 , I 2 } is weakly separated and it follows inductively that the blade arrangement { ((1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n)) e I 1 , ((1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n)) e I 2 }
is matroidal, and that its maximal (matroid) cells are exactly the intersections
In view of the identity
repeating the argument for each j = 1, . . . , n, i.e. for all facets, using Proposition 29, it now follows that the elements in the set
Conversely, if Π 1 , . . . , Π t are the maximal cells of the matroid subdivision of ∆ k,n that is induced by a given matroidal arrangement of the blade ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) on vertices e I 1 , e I 2 , it follows (recall, we are assuming that k ≥ 3) that every facet where x j = 1 for j = 1, . . . , n of every Π i must also be a matroid polytope.
Let us now assume to the contrary that {I 1 , I 2 } is not weakly separated, i.e. we have 1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n))e I 1 , ((1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , n))e I 2 } on ∂ ({j},1) (∆ k,n ) ∆ k−1,n−1 is not matroidal, hence one of its maximal cells is not a matroid polytope. But this is a contradiction, since the maximal cells in its induced subdivision are among the matroid polytopes
Theorem 31. Given a collection of vertices e I 1 , e I 2 , . . . , e Im ∈ ∆ k,n , the blade arrangement { ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e I 1 , ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e I 2 , . . . , ((1, 2, . . . , n) 1, 2, . . . , n) ) e Ip , ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e Iq } is matroidal for each (distinct) p, q, then the whole arrangement on the vertices e I 1 , . . . , e Im is matroidal.
Let us now suppose that {I 1 , . . . , I m } is weakly separated. Choose any octahedral face 1, 2, . . . , n) ) e Ip , ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e Iq } is matroidal, so it induces either the trivial subdivision, or a (planar) 2-split matroid subdivision Σ (A,B) on F (A,B),n . Consequently each blade { ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e Ip for p = 1, . . . , n induces on F (A,B) ,n either the trivial subdivision or Σ (A,B) .
Supposing to the contrary that the whole blade arrangement { ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e I 1 , ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e I 2 , . . . , ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e Im } were not matroidal, then some octahedral face would have to be subdivided into the full alcove triangulation; that is it would be split in two different (nontrivial) ways by some pair { ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e I p , ((1, 2, . . . , n) 
which is a contradiction. Remark 33. In light of Theorem 31, for matroidal blade arrangements, the n "frozen" vertices which have cyclically adjacent indices, do not change the subdivision of ∆ k,n . It follows from Theorem 31 together with the purity conjecture (for k-element subsets), proven independently in [9, 10, 32] that all maximal by inclusion weakly separated collections of vertices of ∆ k,n have the same cardinality (k − 1)(n − k − 1) + n, so that for general ∆ k,n , each maximal (by refinement, and by size) matroidal blade arrangement consists of (k − 1)(n − k − 1) copies of the blade ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) arranged on the vertices of ∆ k,n .
In the final two examples we aim to illustrate the nontriviality of our criterion even for 2-splits; more examples follow in Section 5. It is not matroidal, since one of the maximal cells, the alcoved subpolytope of ∆ 3,7
is not a matroid polytope. This could be seen by explicit computation of the convex hull using a software package: the edge connecting the vertices e 124 , e 135 is an edge of Π W and it is in the non root direction e 124 − e 135 = e 24 − e 35 . Equivalently, more practically, one can check explicitly that the matroid basis exchange relations fail (for instance) for the pair of bases {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 5} of the (candidate) matroid corresponding to Π W . ((126 2 345 1 )), ((156 1 234 2 )).
These induce compatible splits. On the other hand, a blade arranged on the non-weakly separated arrangement of vertices {e 124 , e 235 }, induces a subdivision which is not matroidal:
{((1256 2 34 1 )), ((1236 2 45 1 ))} The difference between these two pairs of splits is not obvious from their equations alone, though the criterion is known for 2-splits of any hypersimplex [21] , but here the criterion (for planar matroid subdivisions), that the vertices of a matroidal blade arrangement define a weakly separated collection, is purely combinatorial and as we have seen extends naturally to multisplits.
From matroid subdivisions to their boundaries: tree arrangements
In this section we present an extended example, in which we work out in detail how Lemma 24 may be used to pass from (1) a maximal weakly separated collection of 3-element subsets of vertices of ∆ 3,7 through (2) a maximal matroidal blade arrangement, to obtain (3) an arrangement of 7 trees which are dual to the respective matroid subdivisions induced on the n boundary copies of ∆ 2,6 .
However, we remark that using Lemma 24 one can pass directly from a weakly separated collection of vertices on ∆ k,n to a weakly separated collection of vertices on ∆ k−1,n−1 . With respect to the given cyclic order σ = ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)), the weakly separated collection C = {e 124 , e 247 , e 267 , e 347 , e 457 , e 467 } of vertices of ∆ 3,7 (see Figure 9 ) determines a collection of decorated ordered set partitions; we shall compute the matroid subdivisions induced by the corresponding blades on the seven boundary copies of ∆ 2,6 ∂ ({j},1) (∆ 3,7 ) ⊂ ∆ 3,7 and then dualize to get a collection of planar trees.
Denote β J = ((1, 2, . . . , n) ) e J for J ∈ [n] k . The matroid subdivision corresponding to C is induced by the superposition of the following blades: β 124 ∩ ∆ 3,7 = ((12567 2 34 1 )) ∩ ∆ 3,7 β 247 ∩ ∆ 3,7 = ((12 1 34 1 567 1 )) ∩ ∆ 3,7 β 267 ∩ ∆ 3,7 = ((12 1 34567 2 )) ∩ ∆ 3,7 (5) β 347 ∩ ∆ 3,7 = ((1234 2 567 1 )) ∩ ∆ 3,7 β 457 ∩ ∆ 3,7 = ((12345 2 67 1 )) ∩ ∆ 3,7 β 467 ∩ ∆ 3,7 = ((1234 1 567 2 )) ∩ ∆ 3,7 . ∂ 2 (C) ∂ 3 (C) ∂ 4 (C)
∂ 5 (C) ∂ 6 (C) ∂ 7 (C) Figure 10 . Matroid subdivision induced by the blade arrangement of Equation (5), represented as an arrangement of trees dual to the matroid subdivisions induced on the seven boundary copies of ∆ 2,6 .
In Examples 36 and 37 we summarize some preliminary findings for ∆ 4,8 , derived by enumerating weakly separated collections of vertices. We find 1048 weakly separated pairs. The new feature at k = 4 is the 4-split induced by the blade β e 2468 .
One interesting feature is that exactly 24 such pairs contain the vertex e 2468 , while analogously for (3, 6) there are 6 weakly separated pairs containing the vertex e 246 . As of the time of this writing we did not yet succeed in counting the number of maximal weakly separated collections, but with some more careful data management it should be within reach.
Below we give one of the more complex matroidal blade arrangements, derived from the maximal weakly separated collection of vertices {e 1248 , e 1268 , e 1468 , e 2348 , e 2468 , e 3458 , e 3468 , e 4568 , e 4678 } .
From this we obtain the maximal matroidal blade arrangement (here "≡" means that the two sides agree when intersected with the hypersimplex ∆ 4,8 ):
β e 1248 ≡ ((125678 3 34 1 )) β e 1268 ≡ ((1278 3 3456 1 )) β e 1468 ≡ ((178 1 234 1 56 1 )) β e 2348 ≡ ((1234 3 5678 1 )) β e 2468 ≡ ((12 1 34 1 56 1 78 1 )) β e 3458 ≡ ((12345 3 678 1 )) β e 3468 ≡ ((1234 2 56 1 78 1 )) β e 4568 ≡ ((123456 3 78 1 )) β e 4678 ≡ ((1234 1 5678 3 )).
We conclude with one of the simplest maximal matroidal blade arrangements: here each blade ((1, 2, . . . , n)) e J induces a 2-split of ∆ 4,8 .
Example 37. Let C = {e 2678 , e 3678 , e 2378 , e 4678 , e 3478 , e 2348 , e 4578 , e 3458 , e 4568 } .
This corresponds to the collection of blades ((12 1 345678 3 )), ((123 1 45678 3 )), ((123 2 45678 2 )), ((1234 1 5678 3 )), ((1234 2 5678 2 )), ((1234 3 5678 1 )), ((12345 2 678 2 )), ((12345 3 678 1 )), ((123456 3 78 1 )).
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